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Abstract 
Satellite images are accompanied by data and noise. The classification is one of the 

most important processes in satellite image processing because it enables interpretation, 

analysis and extraction of meaningful information efficiently. 

In clustering of satellite images, the colored compositions make it possible to highlight the 

different types of surfaces on the multispectral images in the RGB colorimetric space. 

Experimental results applied to different satellite images reveal that color space influences 

the efficiency and accuracy of clustering methods, whether hard or soft, to extract the 

necessary information. 
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1. Introduction 
In remote sensing, the classification consists in carrying out the correspondence 

between the elements of an image scene generally materialized by their radiometric values 

and clusters known or not by a user [1]. It is recognized as an important process of 

exploration and extraction data. 

Satellite image clustering is generally an unsupervised learning technique consisting of 

grouping objects into a finite set of categories or classes or clusters, according to one or 

more similarity criteria using a classifier. The objects to be classified in an image can be 

punctual (pixels) in the case of medium and high spatial resolution images or structural 

(segments) in the case of very high spatial resolution images. The similarity criteria (color, 

texture, shape) depend on the nature of the objects to be classified and the intended 

application. 

There are two types of clustering, soft overlay clustering (fuzzy) and an exclusive 

clustering (hard). In the hard classification, the goal would be to partition the dataset into 

partitions according to the number of clusters without overlap, whereas in fuzzy 

classification the goal is to repartition the dataset into partitions which allows the data to 

belong to a particular degree for each fuzzy cluster [2]. Fuzzy clustering is more natural 

and concrete than hard clustering. As methods that include soft clustering we have Fuzzy 

k- means, Fuzzy c-means, rough c- means, and similarly in hard clustering we have K-

means, K-medoids et C-means [3, 4].  

In digital image processing, color is primarily used to distinguish the different objects 

present in the images and thus facilitates the interpretation of the images. In satellite 

images one can work with colored compositions, either true or false colors, by combining 

three spectral bands but this technique is done in the RGB space. But if we change color 
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space, we can manipulate a very large number of colors. The colorimetry is a vast and 

complex world because it allows color information to be represented as three or four 

different color components and there are two types of color spaces: device dependent 

(Relative Colorimetric) like RGB, CMY, CMYK, YIQ, YUV and YCbCr or device 

independent (Absolute Colorimetric) like CIE XYZ, CIE L∗U∗V ∗, CIE L∗a∗b∗ [5, 6, 7]. 

This wide color space is particularly useful for classifying satellite images. 

The aim of this study is to show the influence of color space in the satellite images 

clustering. So, in this article, we are going to start with describes the concept of the color 

space as well as giving a briefly description of the two clustering algorithms uses K-means 

and Fuzzy c-means. Then, explain the methodology followed on this research as well as 

the study areas chosen. And finally, the comparative study between the different color 

spaces chosen due to the experiments made. The results show that the colorimetric space 

influences the clustering methods, whether hard or fuzzy, in the efficiency and accuracy 

as well in the exploration and extraction of relevant information in satellite images. 

 

2. Colorimetric Space 
Colorimetric space, also called color space or chromatic space, is a three -dimensional 

mathematical model to represent color information in the form of three or four different 

color components. Each color it contains is thus associated with coordinates determining 

a precise point and corresponding, for example, to values such as luminance, saturation 

and hue. 

Color space explains how colors are represented and specifies the components of color 

space precisely to know what each color spectrum looks like. There are two types of color 

spaces: device dependent and device independent (see figure 1) [5, 6, 7]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Dependent and Independent Color Space 
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2.1. Dependent Color Space 

Dependent color spaces, called relative colorimetry’s, only describe the characteristics 

of the corresponding device. 

They put in correspondence exactly matched colors at a time to the color gamut of the 

input device and that of the output device (for example, between a monitor and a printer) 

to ensure that the colors produced depends only on the equipment used for display and all 

parameters. 

Works best for monochrome images or images with a limited number of colors because 

colors outside the two gamuts can be mapped to a single color [5, 6, 7]. 

Example of device-dependent color scheme [8]: 

• RGB (Red Green Blue): Additive color system based on trichromatic theory, used 

by CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) displays where proportions of excitation of red, green 

and blue emitting phosphors produce colors when visually fused. Easy to 

implement, nonlinear, device dependent, unintuitive, common and used in 

television cameras, computer graphic... 

• CMY(K) (Cyan Magenta Yellow (Black)): Subtractive color. Used in printing 

and photography. Printers often include the fourth component, black ink, to 

improve the colour gamut (by increasing the density range), improving blacks, 

saving money and speeding drying (less ink to dry). Fairly easy to implement, 

difficult to transfer properly from RGB, device dependent, non-linear, unintuitive. 

• HSL (Hue Saturation and Lightness): designed in the 1970s to know the way 

human vision perceives color. This represents a wealth of similar color spaces, 

alternatives include HSI (Intensity), HSV (Value), HCI (Chroma / Colorfulness), 

HVC, TSD (Hue Saturation And Darkness) …. Most of these color spaces are 

linear transforms from RGB and are thus, device dependent, non-linear but very 

intuitive. In addition, the separation of the luminance component has advantages 

in image processing and other applications.  

• YIQ, YUV, YCbCr, YCC (Luminance - Chrominance): These are the television 

transmission colour spaces, also known as transmission primaries. YIQ 

(luminance (Y) and chrominance (I and Q)) and YUV are analogue for NTSC 

(National Television System Committee) and PAL (Phase Alternating Line), and 

YCbCr is digital (luminance (Y) and chrominance (Cb and Cr)). They separate 

luminance from chrominance (lightness from color) and are useful in compression 

and image processing applications. They are device dependent and unintuitive. 

Kodaks PhotoCD system uses a type of YCC color space, PhotoYCC, which is a 

device calibrated color space. 

 

 2.2. Independent Color Space 

Independent color spaces, also called absolute colorimetry, describing a set of visible 

colors without referring to a particular device in the graphics chain. 

They perfectly reproduce the available gamut colors and approximate the reproducible hue 

nearest the colors held out of gamut (at the expense of saturation). In the device-

independent color space, a set of parameters will produce the same color regardless of the 

equipment used. This means that the color model is not affected by system or device 

properties. Thus, in this space, the coordinate used for the specified color allows the same 

color everywhere it applies. 

As the CIE colorimetric space (see figure 2 [9]), determined in 1931 by the International 

Commission on Illumination, is still today the international standard for colorimetry. This 

independent color space represents all the colors perceptible to the human eye (about 8 
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million different shades) and therefore serves as a reference thanks to its different graphic 

variations [5]. 

Example of a device independent color model: 

 

CIE XYZ is at the root of all colorimetry, make in 1931. It is defined such that all visible 

colors can be defined using only positive values, and the Y value is the luminance. 

Therefore, the colors of the XYZ primaries themselves are not visible. The chromaticity 

diagram is highly nonlinear, in that a unit-magnitude vector representing the difference 

between two chromaticities is not uniformly visible. 

Nonlinear and uniform descriptions of the same space are made in 1976, CIELAB, for the 

characterization of surfaces, and CIELUV, for the characterization of the light sources of 

screens [8]. 

Ces modèles sont bien adaptés aux applications où les informations sont transmises via 

différents périphériques matériels. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. C.I.E. Color Space 
 

3. Clustering 
Image classification is generally an unsupervised learning technique for grouping 

similar data points (pixels) according to some measure of similarity that maximizes intra-

class similarity and minimizes inter-class similarity [10]. 

Two types of classification algorithms are available: Soft Clustering (superimposed 

clustering) and Hard Clustering (exclusive clustering). In hard classification, the goal 

would be to partition the dataset X into partitions C1, ..., Cc without overlap and without 

vacuum, while in soft classification the goal is to divide the data set X into partitions which 

allows the data to belong to a particular degree between 0 and 1 for each fuzzy class [2]. 

Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is a very popular soft clustering technique based on logic 

fuzziness, and likewise K-means is an important hard clustering technique. 
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3.1. K-Means 

Among the most popular unsupervised classification algorithms in satellite image 

processing, we recommend the k-means algorithm, known as k-means proposed by 

MacQueen in 1967 [11]. 

 

K-means, called the moving center algorithm, is one of the simplest unsupervised learning 

algorithms that solves the classification problem due to its simplicity of implementation. 

It is an algorithm for classifying or grouping objects based on attributes/characteristics in 

K number of classes, in which the objects inside each class are as close as possible to each 

other and as far possible away from objects of other classes. Each class in the partition is 

defined by its objects and its centroid [12]. 

It is based on the method of centroids (or centers of gravity), we start by giving k arbitrary 

centers c1, c2, …, ck where each ci represents the center of a class ci. Each class ci is 

represented by a set of individuals closer to ci than to any other center. 

After this initialization, a second partition is made by grouping the individuals around the 

mj which then take the place of the cj (mj is the centroid of the class cj, calculated from the 

new classes obtained) [13]. This algorithm aims at minimizing the following objective 

function:  

 

𝐽 = ∑ ∑  ‖𝑥𝑖 −  𝑐𝑗‖
2𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑘
𝑗=1                        (1) 

 

Where  𝜇𝑖𝑗
𝑚‖𝑥𝑖 −  𝑐𝑗‖

2
 is a chosen distance measure between a data point 𝑥𝑖  and the cluster 

centre 𝑐𝑗, it is an indicator of the distance of the n data points from their respective cluster 

centers. 

The process is thus repeated until a state of stability is reached where no improvement is 

possible. 

 

3.2. Fuzzy C-Means 

Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), is an unsupervised fuzzy classification algorithm. Issued from 

the hard C-means clustering algorithm, developed by Dunn in 1973 [14] and improved by 

Bezdek in 1981 [15], it introduced the notion of fuzzy set in the definition of classes: each 

point in the data set belongs to each cluster with a certain degree, and all clusters are 

characterized by their center of gravity [16]. 

The goal of Fuzzy C-Means clustering is to find the minimum of the following function: 

 

𝐽𝑚 =  ∑ ∑  𝜇𝑖𝑗
𝑚‖𝑥𝑖 −  𝑐𝑗‖

2𝑁
𝑗=1

𝐷
𝑖=1 ,     1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤  ∞     (2) 

 

 𝑐𝑗 =  
∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑥𝑖
𝐷
𝑖=1

∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝐷

𝑖=1

 And 𝜇𝑖𝑗 = ∑ {
‖𝑥𝑖− 𝑐𝑗‖

‖𝑥𝑖− 𝑐𝑘‖
}

−2/𝑚−1
𝑐
𝑘=1     (3) 

 

Where D is the number of data points, N is the number of clusters, m is fuzzy partition 

matrix exponent for controlling the degree of fuzzy overlap. Fuzzy overlap refers to how 

fuzzy the boundaries between clusters are, that is the number of data points that have 

significant membership in more than one cluster, xi is the ith data point, cj is the center of 

the jth cluster and μij is the degree of membership of xi in the jth cluster. For a given data 

point, xi, the sum of the membership values for all clusters is one [17, 18]. 

FCM performs the following steps during clustering: 

1. Randomly initialize the cluster membership values, μij. 
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2. Calculate the cluster centers 𝑐𝑗 

3. Update μij 

4. Calculate the objective function, Jm. 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until Jm improves by less than a specified minimum threshold 

or until after a specified maximum number of iterations. 

 

4. Images Used 
Figure 3 shows the different areas of the satellite images of northwestern Algeria used 

in this study [19]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Different Areas of the Satellite Images of North West Algeria 
 
The three RGB satellite images of the areas are shown in Figure 4. The first satellite image 

of Ain El Turck, Oran which was taken in 2003 by Landsat 5, the second satellite image 

of Rogassa, El Bayadh was taken in 2002 by Landsat 7 and the latest satellite image of 

Oued Rhiou, Relizane was taken in 2014 by Landsat 7. These areas were chosen for their 

varied landscapes which could be of interest to our study. 

 

     
1st area    2nd area    3rd area 

 

Figure 4. RGB Satellite Images of the Areas 
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5. Methodology 
The following figure illustrates and summarizes the organization of the processing steps 

adopted in order to study the influence of color spaces on the clustering of satellite images, 

whether hard or soft clustering, and this according to the principle of satellite image 

classification. 

The implementation scheme is made up of several stapes (see figure 5): 

1st step: This is a data acquisition and preparation step, for this we must: 

▪ We begin by collecting and studying satellite images. 

▪ Next, we pass to pre-processing, for example the image cutting, if necessary. 

▪ Afterwards, we proceed to the assembly of satellite data into various types of 

colorimetric space. For this on a chosen in the dependent colorimetric space: RGB 

(natural and false color composition) which is the basis of the spaces, HSV, YIQ 

and YCbCr. Likewise in independent space on a chosen one: CIE XYZ (non-

uniform) and CIE Lab (uniform) 

2nd step: It is a satellite image processing step by clustering and for this we will use for 

the first group of tests 'kmeans' which is a hard clustering technique. Afterwards for the 

second group of tests Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) that is a soft clustering technique. 

3rd step: It is a generalization of final product obtained, which is a thematic map (classified 

image) and which will be evaluated against the ground reality. 

4th step: Once the image is classified, the last step is to analyze, interpret and compare the 

different results. There are various evaluation measures that can be used and chosen 

wisely, since the choice of measure can influence the way performance is designated and 

interpreted. To assess the influence of colorimetric spaces in this study, we used visual 

analysis according to the ground truth available in the area. The use of the human visual 

system as a quality judgment tool is not to be neglected but necessary to check the quality 

of the images obtained either by a hard classifier or even for a soft classifier [20].  

 

 
 

Figure 5. General Scheme of the Proposed System 
 

6. Experiment Results and Discussion 
For our comparison study between the selected color spaces (mentioned in section 4), 

we start by applying them to the different satellite images (presented in section 3), then the 

images obtained are processed by the K-mean and FCM clustering methods. Even if the 
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FCM method takes more time for the calculation than that of K-Means but our goal is to 

show the influence of the color spaces in the hard and soft clustering. 

Table 1 shows the best clustering result for the different color spaces in terms of the 

objective function value for the two clustering methods. For the clustering of the three 

satellite images, the number of clusters for the satellite image of area 1 we set to eight (8), 

for the second image we set to five (5) and the last image we set to seven (7). The number 

of clusters was fixed after studying the different classes that these areas can contain.  

 

Table 1. Comparison between different color spaces using K-Means and FCM 

clustering 
 K-Mean FCM 

 Image 1st 

area 

Image 2nd 

area  

Image 3rd 

area 

Image 1st 

area 

Image 2nd 

area  

Image 3rd 

area 

RGB 

True 

6.441667 

e+07 

2.950472 

e+08 

4.557535 

e+07 

7.796843 

e+06 

6.695892 

e+07 

6.716426 

e+06 

RGB 

false 

8.155762 

e+07 

3.123040 

e+08 

5.651386 

e+07 

9.568925 

e+06 

7.019525 

e+07 

6.537607 

e+06 

HSV 1.062498 

e+08 

5.003240 

e+08 

7.314579 

e+07 

1.061698 

e+07 

7.953334 

e+07 

9.882752 

e+06 

YIQ 6.111656 

e+06 

5.993873 

e+07 

7.608133 

e+06 

1.071177 

e+06 

1.385385 

e+07 

1.235229 

e+06 

YCbCr 1.703777 

e+07 

7.871735 

e+07 

1.534905 

e+07 

1.671859 

e+06 

1.514333 

e+07 

1.586842 

e+06 

CIE 

XYZ 

1.342056 

e+07 

9.876126 

e+07 

1.523655 

e+07 

1.353088 

e+06 

1.568143 

e+07 

1.572651 

e+06 

CIE 

Lab 

5.472461 

e+06 

7.618088 

e+07 

9.086443 

e+06 

5.696693 

e+05 

1.140594 

e+07 

9.080578 

e+05 

 

 

    
Original   RGB true   RBG False     HSV 

    
   YIQ      YCbCr    CIE XYZ  CIE Lab 

 
Figure 6. Clustering by K-Means  
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Original   RGB true   RBG False    HSV 

    
   YIQ        YCbCr   CIE XYZ  CIE Lab 

 

Figure 7. Clustering by FCM  
 

If we follow the results of the optimal values presented in table 1, we see that the CIE Lab 

colorimetric space gave the best result when we use by the FCM method for the three 

images and also by the K-Means method for the first image and for the other two image k-

means gave a better result with YIQ space.  

The results presented in Table 1 are insufficient to conclude which color spaces are useful 

for the clustering of satellite images. For this, visual interpretation was also used. In figures 

6 and 7, we present the results of the clustering in images just for the image of zone 2. 

From table 1 and figures 6 and 7, we can conclude that the best clustering result for image 

3 is given by the use of the YCbCr space according to the comparison between the different 

results by the visual entanglement and the calculations made by the two clustering’s 

methods K-Means and FCM. And this is also implied for the other images (image zone1 

and zone2), the use of the YCbCr space gave the best result. 

So, our study and the experimental results show the usefulness of choosing the color space 

in the clustering of satellite images. 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

Clustering is an important process in the processing of satellite images because it allows 

to collect a huge amount of information. Usually, the color space used for multispectral 

images is the RGB color space. Even if the RGB space is a basic space of the majority of 

the spaces, but it is nonlinear with visual perception therefore it is not effective for the 

recognition of the majority of the colors knowing that a satellite image is a mixture of 

chrominance and luminance components. So, it is necessary to transform the satellite 

image in the RGB colorimetric space into other colorimetric spaces. 

With our study, we have shown the usefulness of the colorimetric space in the clustering 

of satellite images. Experimentation and analysis show that the performance of both K-

Means and FCM clustering methods gives better results with YCbCr color space compared 

to other RGB, HSV, YIQ, CIE XYZ and CIE Lab color spaces. The YCbCr color space is 

widely used to process the digital image because the luminance and chrominance 

information is stored separately. 
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